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Abstract
Since its inception nearly 40 years ago [Kallenbach et al., *Nature* **305**, 829, (1983); Seeman NC., *J. Theoretical Biology* **99**, 237 (1982)], Nucleic Acid Nanotechnology (NAN) has matured and is beginning to find commercial applications. For the last 20 years, it has been suggested that NAN might be an effective replacement for parts of the semiconductor lithography or protein engineering workflows. However, in that time, these incumbent technologies have made significant advances, and our understanding of NAN’s strengths and weaknesses has progressed, suggesting that the greatest opportunities in fact lie elsewhere. Given the commitment of resources necessary to bring new technologies to the market and the desire to use those resources as wisely as possible, we conduct a critical examination of where NAN may benefit from, and provide benefit to, adjacent technologies and compete least with market incumbents. While the accuracy of our conclusions may be limited by our ability to extrapolate from the current state of NAN to its future commercial success, we conclude that the next promising direction is to create a bridge between biology and semiconductor technology. We also hope to stimulate a robust conversation around this technology’s capabilities with the goal of building consensus on those research and development efforts that would advance NAN to the greatest effect in real-world applications.

Significance Statement
Nucleic acid nanotechnology has the potential to act as a bridge between the worlds of biology and semiconductor technology. This potential will only be realized if new groups of researchers with a foot in each world, and an eye on the revolutionary applications enabled by NAN’s ability to connect the two, enter the field. The context and analysis we provide here is designed to attract these new groups and provide signposts to exciting new avenues of research.

Main Text
Introduction
The phrase “fools rush in where angels fear to tread” is particularly apt in the case of technological soothsaying. We do not relish the possibility of making a foolish prediction, especially since this possibility may be high in the case of Nucleic Acid Nanotechnology (NAN) because of its unique mix of top-down design with bottom-up assembly. However, for technologies to develop fruitfully, a robust dialogue is needed, provoked by the competition between bold, if imperfect, visions. Our only recourse is to think carefully, step into the breach, present a vision, and hope to be on the side of the angels. To do so honestly is our intent, so we hope that subjecting NAN to an intentionally critical view serves to counterbalance the more optimistic claims regarding NAN’s capabilities and will help our community to invest its resources effectively.

We are inspired to offer the following assessment by efforts half a decade ago to define a useful intersection between semiconductor technology and synthetic biology, or SemiSynBio(1, 2). These efforts were in turn inspired by the obvious scalability and energy efficiency of computation and information storage in biological organisms combined with the successful application of DNA functionalized nanoparticles(3) and development of DNA nanostructures(4, 5). Since then, RNA nanotechnology has flourished(6), the falling cost of phosphoramidite synthesis has plateaued, and nucleic acid nanotechnology has advanced significantly(5, 7, 8). Based on these developments, we believe it is timely to revisit the future of the field and its growth outside of academe.

We predict that NAN will revolutionize nanofabrication, but not by replacing any current workflows in either top-down semiconductor fabrication or protein engineering. Instead, it will create a new class of
composite nanostructures by integrating a variety of optical, electronic, and biochemical capabilities, while providing rudimentary edge computation in the chemical domain.

This prediction has major implications for NAN. For example, pursuit of integrated circuit fabrication via DNA self-assembly will be shown to be economically fruitless. Other high-interest topics, such as DNA data storage, may reside on the edge of commercial viability; plausibly able to capture niche markets. In common with previous surveys of the field(7, 9, 10), we believe that products such as super-resolution rulers(11, 12) and in situ biosensors(13, 14), will continue to satisfy small markets of researchers, while complex nucleic acid therapeutics(15, 16) will soon address larger, as-yet unmet needs.

In the future, NAN will find industrial applications through its singular ability to integrate numerous, heterogenous functional elements and to perform chemical logic, as enabled by DNA computation research(17). Thus, NAN will connect semiconductor devices and biomacromolecular systems. If this is the case, any call-to-action to implement NAN must necessarily include the following:

- design - to handle multi-level conceptual hierarchies
- purification - to mitigate thermodynamic limits on yield
- yield verification/metrology - to optimize pre-production and manufacturing quality control

We will first provide context for this prediction, describe how NAN has built momentum, elucidate its principal strengths and weaknesses, highlight initial market entry points, and present our prediction in depth before concluding.

**Technological Soothsaying:**
*It's tough to make predictions, especially about the future.* - Yogi Berra

Some technology predictions are successful, such as Moore’s Law which correctly augured the trajectory of the semiconductor industry: Moore observed a link between manufacturing cost and computational performance that allowed him to extrapolate four data points onto a trend that held true for five decades(18). He was aided in this by the preexisting paradigm of a market for information processing.

Other predictions have been less successful, e.g., single carbon nanotube transistors in integrated circuits have yet to materialize commercially(19). However, industrial applications of carbon nanotubes have slowly come into focus, ranging from engineering composites to perfect light absorbers, with transparent conductive films and sensors coming to market(20).

These examples emphasize that while technical challenges may stimulate the imagination, commercial considerations are crucial and must be included when predicting real-world impact. Many forecasts for carbon nanotube electronics underestimated the investment required to integrate a new component into an already extremely complex, optimized manufacturing process. Even worse, they underestimated these costs at a time when the integrated circuit industry had access to lower hanging fruit for investment. No technology exists in isolation – both competing and complementary technologies merit consideration.

History is littered with the graves of distinct, and even superior, technologies which tried and failed to unseat market incumbents(21). This is because we live in a world where time and money are finite resources: nascent technologies must be able to compete in the foreseeable future, not just at the limit of time approaching infinity. More lucrative markets can justify greater R&D investments, but the bar becomes higher when nascent technologies are entering an established and already-crowded field. For NAN, these incumbents include click chemistry, protein engineering, and semiconductor fabrication.
Despite this formidable array of competitors, NAN has built considerable momentum and is delivering new capabilities which promise to create new markets.

**Virtuous cycles:**
*You don’t have to swing hard to hit a home run. If you got the timing, it’ll go.* – Yogi Berra
Like any promising new technology, NAN is poised to be an overnight success after decades of hard work and incremental improvements. Developments internal to NAN, have been aided by advances in DNA synthesis, sequencing, and modification driven by the demands of the biomedical industry. Recent events, such as the mass production of mRNA for COVID vaccines will further de-risk biomanufacturing of nucleic acid nanostructures that can be implemented via post-transcriptional folding in RNA(22). While we refer the reader to several exhaustive reviews of progress in NAN both broadly(7, 8, 23–25) and for specific applications(7, 24, 26, 27), we believe it is sufficient for our prediction to say that the virtuous cycles driving technical improvements and field specific capabilities, depicted in Fig. 1, have reached a critical threshold for commercial viability.

![Fig. 1: The growth of the nucleic acid nanotechnology toolbox. One such advance, DNA origami, merits explicit discussion(28).](image)

Origami is modular, simple to design(29–31), does not require expensive oligomer purification, and has cooperative energetics leading to relatively high yields of correctly assembled structures. The same origami designs can be reused repeatedly for a wide variety of experiments. Origami allows researchers to fully leverage the inherent sequence modularity of DNA. Modularity enables abstraction, i.e., NAN structural motifs. Abstraction, in turn, enables conceptual and physical hierarchies, e.g., directed origami tiling. Finally, these hierarchies enable the complexity and flexibility that are hallmarks of NAN. However, we must caution that, while origami is a useful tool in the lab, it may not necessarily be the right method for high-volume manufacturing. Origami fulfills the same purpose as an electronics breadboard at the molecular scale, making it an excellent tool for prototyping. However, like a breadboard, origami is inherently inefficient in the amount of material used relative to each component assembled. This
limitation, together with the dearth of efficient macromolecular purification techniques \((32)\), can render applications requiring significant mass of origami, e.g., smart therapeutics, challenging. Nevertheless, origami has put NAN into the hands of a diverse and ambitious group of researchers, allowing them to rapidly explore its potential, accelerating the virtuous cycle, while identifying applications and maturing its capabilities.

**Nucleic Acid Nanofabrication:**

*If you can't imitate him, don't copy him - Yogi Berra*

Unfortunately, it takes time for novel technological capabilities to be digested by the engineering community. Until then, any new technology appears, like the laser, to be a “solution looking for a problem” \((33)\), and it is tempting to apply this new “hammer” to a collection of existing “nails” with unsatisfactory results.

This temptation has proven particularly strong in the context of semiconductor manufacturing because NAN’s top-down design and molecular patterning characteristics suggest that it can usefully replace parts of the semiconductor workflow. NAN integration with these workflows is hobbled in two critical ways. First, the cations necessary for nucleic acid self-assembly would, if present during fabrication, destroy the electrical properties of most semiconductor devices \((34)\). Second, NAN assembly occurs at, or within a few \(kT\) of, thermodynamic equilibrium, under which conditions the defect percentage is high \((35–37)\), greater than one in \(10^2\), and scales poorly with size \((38, 39)\). The intrinsic defectivity of NAN makes it a poor choice for leading-edge nanoelectronic fabrication, in which defect levels are, and must be, routinely less than one in \(10^{12}\). In biological organisms, separate complex cellular machineries repair damaged DNA and dispose of misfolded proteins, which comprise as much as 30% of those synthesized \((40)\). These machineries are not interchangeable, and neither can handle misfolded nucleic acid nanostructures. Semiconductor-compatible defect levels will remain out of reach without equivalent machineries, the development of which is a major, unaddressed challenge.

The difficulties of integrating NAN into protein engineering workflows for therapeutics are less severe, but not negligible. In biomanufacturing, functional optimization of aptamers \((16, 41)\) and proteins is achieved through evolutionary selection: individual random mutations in sequence result in changes in structure that can yield large changes in function. However, because NAN structure depends not on a single sequence, but on a large number of paired sequences, a single mutation on a single strand will not significantly change a structure. Optimization of NAN function requires the mutation of the entire design, which requires simultaneous large changes in sequence coherently amongst all the constituent oligomers. To our knowledge no scheme capable of NAN structural mutations has been advanced. Additionally, there is no NAN equivalent to ATP-powered work that would enable mimicry of advanced biological functionality.

In summary, while NAN provides access to a size regime relevant for both semiconductor and biochemical communities, we emphasize that it has the systems integration capabilities of neither, nor is it compatible with their workflows. This is a significant hurdle to competition with either of these technologies, as NAN must then compete with the whole workflow, rather than one step in it. However, this does not mean
that NAN cannot be integrated successfully with the products of those workflows (42–47), and new markets made accessible through its unique capabilities, which we outline below.

First, NAN has an unusually straightforward design process for a bottom-up self-assembly technique (29, 48). While this is unlikely to generate applications on its own, it is a critical enabler.

Second, NAN can direct multiple, diverse nanoscale components, through sequence addressability to predetermined locations on a structure (30, 49). The directing sequences are often modular, allowing efficient re-engineering. For a small number of functional components, connection by synthetic chemistry, e.g., click chemistry, is often more practical as bifunctional polymer linkers are commercially available with the same moieties used for covalent binding to nucleic acids (50). However, when connecting more than 3 or 4 functional elements at a desired spacing, NAN is uniquely capable.

Third, NAN inherently produces multiple competing conformational states because the energetics of a single base pair or fold are on the order of kT. Because of this, assembly into a single state can never be guaranteed. By contrast, in semiconductor systems defect energies are sufficiently high that there is no equilibrium population, and they can be engineered out (18). NAN structures’ sampling of conformational states enables stimulus response through design of the free-energy landscape. Methods for doing this have been thoroughly explored by the DNA computation community. Of these, strand displacement is by far the most mature, and can generate signaling cascades, oscillators, and basic logic gates (17). DNA computing has the potential to be massively parallel, albeit with much slower individual computations (51, 52), and is currently contending with leak reactions and spurious binding which become increasingly burdensome as the number of strands increases (53). More structural NAN features such as physicochemical properties, e.g., stiffness (7, 54), small molecule/aptamer recognition (41, 55), and pH sensing (13, 56–58) have also been used to create dynamic responses.

The power of NAN’s addressability and control over the free-energy landscape, combined with its straightforward design, yields exceptional flexibility and allows higher levels of conceptual abstraction. These characteristics have enabled early NAN applications.

Initial Market Entry Points:
You’ve got to be very careful if you don’t know where you are going, because you might not get there. – Yogi Berra

NAN’s strengths can be seen clearly in nucleic acid-only smart therapeutic applications currently approaching the market, e.g., reversible anticoagulants (59–61). In this example, anchor aptamers which bind tightly to thrombin (a key protein in the coagulation cascade) but do not inhibit its activity, are precisely spaced with aptamers that bind weakly, but inhibit coagulation. This significantly enhances anticoagulation activity and can be ‘turned off’ via strand displacement logic. The ability to turn coagulation on and off via external signals would be invaluable for surgical applications and cannot be achieved readily without NAN. Other standalone NAN applications in development include targeted drug delivery to cancer cells (15), delivery of siRNA (62), in vivo sensors for difficult-to-measure ions (13), or toehold switch riboregulators for viral detection (63). These products are first-to-market because their functional elements are nucleic acid modifications or aptamers, significantly reducing the barriers associated with purification and systems engineering. Progress for NAN therapeutics using heterogeneous functional elements will enter the market later as these barriers are surmounted. All of these
therapeutics integrate multiple functional elements in conjunction with logic provided by free energy landscape engineering. We predict this will be a hallmark of successful NAN products.

The future of NAN:

*The future ain’t what it used to be – Yogi Berra*

General Predictions:

In the decade prior to the 2016 SemiSynBio workshop and the resulting 2018 roadmap(1, 2), the cost of working with DNA decreased dramatically: by an order of magnitude for DNA oligomers [< 200 bases], two orders of magnitude for DNA genes [> 1000 bases], and more than five orders of magnitude for DNA sequencing(64, 65). These breakthroughs defined the context for the SemiSynBio perspective on the future. However, much has changed in the nucleic acid and semiconductor industries since then(66).

In the half decade since the SemiSynBio roadmap, the rate of cost reduction for DNA sequencing has diminished(67) while those for DNA oligomer synthesis have stayed nearly constant. However, in this same period, gene synthesis technology has continued to improve(68, 69) and there have been major advances in biomanufacturing scale-up of DNA origami(70). As a result, the environment for NAN is favorable, and the prognosis for production is positive. However, we do not yet know how to transition from breadboard prototypes, e.g., origami, to integrated and optimized manufacturable devices, except in cases with nucleic acid-only functional elements where co-transcriptional folding may be implemented(22).

The last half decade has also generated tectonic shifts in the semiconductor industry. Cost and performance improvement can no longer be maintained by scaling transistor feature size, and the path forward via changes in transistor geometry is already defined. The unending demand for better performance is driving innovations in circuit design, heterogeneous integration, advanced packaging, and 3D fabrication. The latter is particularly relevant, since self-assembly is often surmised to have an advantage in 3D patterning. The current commercial state of the art sets an exceedingly high bar – a leading-edge microprocessor may have over 15 levels of metal(71), while NAND flash memory devices currently have 128 device levels(72).

In light of this altered landscape, a revised definition of SemiSynBio may illuminate a more profitable path to the future, illustrated in Fig. 2. Under this new definition, NAN integrates the products of
semiconductor and protein engineering workflows: this synthesis will lead to new functionalities which are unachievable by either independently.

We take a broad view of “Semi” that covers the full range of devices and systems that can be fabricated using the semiconductor manufacturing toolset of deposition, lithography, and etch. In addition to electronic circuits, we include MEMS, microfluidics, photonics, etc. Similarly, “Bio” should be taken to include aptamers, enzymes, DNAzymes, RNAzymes, lipids, carbohydrates, etc.

Semi enables us to build complicated, hierarchical systems to generate and manage signals and information, but it is currently unable to achieve the sensitivity and especially the specificity of biomacromolecular interactions. Conversely, outside the cell, Bio can still provide exceptional specificity, but hierarchy and signal feedback are limited. Until we can engineer biological systems de novo, replicating their functionality with only a few de-integrated, or disjecta membra, components is infeasible. In the meantime, using NAN to synthesize Bio and Semi capabilities will allow practicable recapitulation and engineering of a useful subset of biological functions(75), particularly those reliant on spatial organization of macromolecules(76, 77).

At the highest level, our prediction for NAN markets comprises SemiSynBio products with the smart therapeutics already discussed, as illustrated in

Fig. 3. More detailed predictions follow.

Detailed predictions:
One early step is to augment electronic sensor systems with NAN structures and biomacromolecules for binding targets of interest. Signals linked to changes in NAN structure conformations, as a function of competition between multiple binding events of interest will provide context-rich information. Sensor arrays consisting of such structures, tuned for different concentrations and binding targets could mimic the hierarchy of the olfactory system, providing real time detection of multiple molecules of interest in
cell culture or aqueous reaction vessels. This, coupled with AI, could be applied to unknown samples to act as an ‘artificial bloodhound’; the combination of true chemical situational awareness and electronics would be invaluable for monitoring environmental and health systems in real time.

At an even higher level of complexity, NAN could create true feedback between electronic and biochemical system components. For this, structures must perform nanoscale chemical or mechanical work(78) that is gated to either the biochemical or electronic components, a goal which is in line with ambitions of the molecular machine community(78, 79). While electric fields have been used to generate controlled nanoscale motion(80), we anticipate difficulty in using them to drive useful work in a complex system where they may interfere with other functions. An alternative to optical, magnetic, or electronic field-driven work would be the use of chemical fuels. This would require the additional, admittedly herculean, task of generating fuel molecules, e.g., Adenosine TriPhosphate (ATP), under electronic control. Bioelectrocatalysis, where electronics drive redox proteins(81–83), is a natural fit for this SemiSynBio paradigm, but while redox proteins in the electron transport chain do drive ATP synthase, integrating all of the components for ATP generation on a chip would be non-trivial. Faster, albeit less elegant, approaches might combine chromatophores, i.e., whole ATP generating vesicles, with microfluidics(84, 85). Ultimately, both of these concepts are consistent with early visions of enhanced enzymatic function(86), in which the necessary compartmentalization(87–89) is aided by top-down nanofabrication. The resulting system capable of reading in chemical context and acting on it through gated fuel generation could provide dynamic control of biochemical environments that is currently unachievable. We imagine that the most obvious, and most difficult, example of this would be an ‘artificial
thyroid’ capable of monitoring and correcting imbalances in hormone and enzyme populations dynamically.

We term these systems ‘macromolecular cyborgs’ as their strengths and weaknesses are similar to those of fictional cyborgs. In the popular imagination, macro-scale cyborgs combine the efficiency and strength of mechanical systems with the flexibility and responsiveness of human, biological ones. Conversely, at the nanoscale, macromolecular cyborgs would combine the efficiency and specificity of biochemical systems with the flexibility and responsiveness of programmed electronic systems. Both fictional macro-scale and potential nanoscale cyborgs cannot simply regenerate components and must be built and repaired intentionally, rather than grown.

This limitation will restrict macromolecular cyborgs to high-value applications in which regular replacement of highly engineered electronic surfaces is tolerable. This same limitation means that applications such as light harvesting will not be economically viable beyond laboratory research. Because of the robustness and efficiency of both the semiconductor and non-biological organic material systems employed in photovoltaic devices there is no case for adding a biological component. In contrast, the artificial thyroid concept meets these criteria and could be envisioned as a product similar to the artificial pancreas, capable of dynamically monitoring and maintaining hormones with more finesse than the combination of lab tests and injections.

In the context of specific predictions, while we are not optimistic about it, we would be remiss not to mention DNA-based data storage. It has had lab-scale proof of concept, funding, significant media attention. Its appeal stems from a nearly indefinite chemical lifetime, a theoretically low readout energy, immunity to storage medium obsolescence, and potential synergy with DNA based
computation(51). Application of these attributes to the growing market for ‘cold’ archival data makes a convincing argument for many(94).

DNA’s chemical lifetime minimizes the need for periodic maintenance, i.e., reading and re-writing data, which become the dominant energy and financial costs for storage times longer than 50 to 100 years. However, the lifetime is only indefinite when DNA is dry or frozen, and is much shorter when it is in solution, where reading and writing occur. Currently, read/write speeds are bounded by hybridization kinetics, though this could be addressed via massively parallel nanopore sequencing(94). As such, the physical limit for DNA read/write speeds is still under debate. However, we believe it is uncontroversial to say that it is physically impossible to use DNA in the context of data centers, which can service tens of gigabytes per second. Reducing the 1 % of global energy consumption associated with ‘hot’ storage in data centers is a laudable goal but is a poor motivational argument for investment in DNA, which competes with more efficient archival storage(95). This is especially true as data centers reduce their energy footprint(96). Unfortunately, conflation of these data ‘temperature’ categories is common in arguments for DNA as a storage medium.

Our lack of marketplace optimism for archival applications, unsurprisingly, comes from the presence of market incumbents(97). Magnetic tape, which has a 10-to-20-year lifespan, also boasts low-energy consumption. Absent magnetic tape, it would be reasonable to predict that DNA data storage would capture the ultra-long term storage market and use that market to invest in improving read/write times. However, as proponents of DNA data storage pursue this path, the magnetic tape industry will be incentivized to invest in their own technology. In short, every argument for investment in DNA is also a valid for investment in magnetic tape.

Unfortunately for DNA, archival markets are inherently risk averse. Consumers looking for peace of mind in disaster scenarios are unlikely to find the uncertainties of adopting nascent technology palatable. Even worse, the cost-benefit advantage of DNA storage is in maintenance-over-time, with break-even compared to magnetic tape occurring in tens of years(94). DNA storage firms will have to choose between absorbing the upfront costs and offering a service plan whose benefits accrue on a longer timescale than the decision-maker’s promotion cycle. We believe this will be a significant impediment to implementation.

Our pessimism addressed, we concede that one need not be victorious to be valuable. If DNA data storage captures the archival market, it will feed a virtuous cycle of development and enable other possibilities. DNA is well suited to storing short pieces of information in a highly encrypt-able format with extraordinarily high copy number(98). This could be valuable in watermarking genetically engineered products, as well as in eventual commercial application of synthetic biology.

However, technological soothsaying is an inherently uncertain endeavor. We would be unsurprised if much of our prediction failed to come true, except DNA based nanoelectronics which we consider to be fundamentally economically unrealizable. Ultimately, realistic projections of how market incumbents will improve over time provides vital context in targeting NAN research. However, even research efforts that
prove to be wide of the mark will drive virtuous technical cycles and hasten NAN’s growth into a mature technology, if not as effectively as more well-considered efforts.

**Further Afield:**

“That’s how I kept myself positive—by not getting all negative.” – Yogi Berra

While we emphasize the nearer, and more foreseeable future, the broader impact of NAN on the technology landscape will dramatically change how we interact with the nanoscale by increasing the scope, complexity, and our ability to engineer molecular recognition systems.

By providing a unique bridge between the micro- and nano- scales, NAN will enable countless advances in biophysical chemistry - beyond the emerging products we have already discussed: for example, the ability to spatially organize antibacterial agents has potential to improve antibiotics(99, 100). The vast toolbox of colloidal self-assembly has already benefitted from NAN(101) – further integration of these technologies could enable programable, self-organizing, and self-regulating vesical micro-reactors.

By bridging the programmability and sensitivity of semiconductor systems with the specificity of biological ones, NAN will create a new class of flexible context-rich biosensors – this will culminate in macromolecular cyborg systems capable of sensing the chemical environment, performing internal logic, and then acting on that environment. By adding chemical logic to synthetic biology, NAN will enable additional layers of complexity and responsivity for a field already rich in both.

These applications, and those closer to fruition discussed earlier, are depicted in Fig. 4, where we have grouped them by their proximity to market, and by their role in the market as either a rival to an incumbent, existing technology, or as a unique set of products.

Critically, in all the cases for which we are optimistic, NAN is an enabling technology that marries other existing capabilities. Capitalizing on these opportunities will require larger collaborations with an emphasis on system engineering.

**Conclusions & Takeaways:**

*When you come to a fork in the road, take it* – Yogi Berra

In both our review, and perspective thereof, we hope to have made a compelling case as to why and how NAN will be successfully commercialized. In addition, we have attempted to illustrate how forcing NAN to
fit into either the semiconductor nanofabrication or protein engineering manufacturing paradigms hinders the effective exploitation of its unique features.

The strengths of NAN are its straightforward design (which speeds prototyping), modular addressability (which allows arrangement of large numbers of functional elements), and free energy landscape engineering (which allows computation in the chemical domain and dynamic modification of functional element interactions). NAN's weaknesses are the difficulty of incorporating it into existing manufacturing workflows and its intrinsically high, thermodynamically unavoidable, defect levels. By leveraging its strengths and avoiding its weaknesses, nucleic acid-only therapeutics are already on their way to market.

While there are no fundamental barriers to scale up and manufacturing the weaknesses elucidated above must be addressed to enable the next generation of products – SemiSynBio devices and biocomposite smart therapeutics. Focused investment is required in three areas: first, improvements in high-throughput metrology for yield verification that allow optimization during development and quality control during manufacturing; second, purification methods that mitigate NAN's intrinsic defectivity; third, robust design tools that manage multiple levels of conceptual hierarchy, supporting system-level design.

These calls to action will not be satisfied by the current NAN community alone but can be met with expertise drawn from the larger biomanufacturing and semiconductor communities, which will expand the knowledge base and state of the practice. As NAN products appear in the marketplace, we anticipate that commercial Semi and Bio will begin to develop dedicated tools, accelerating development and deployment.

We believe there is great reason to be optimistic for NAN. Our optimism for applications varies from high (smart therapeutics and macromolecular cyborgs), to moderate (biomarking/watermarking/encryption), to questionable (DNA data storage), to dismal (DNA nanoelectronics). Regardless of whether our optimism is well-placed, the diversity of this portfolio is large enough to guarantee the commercial viability of nucleic acid nanotechnology.
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